Update on Status of Blue-Green Algae in
Lake Texoma

May 21, 2013
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Discuss history of the issue, beginning with
August, 2011
Describe economic impact of actions taken by
the TD-USACE in the summer/fall of 2011
and beyond
Frame the nationwide issue of BGA in
recreational waters of the United States
Provide a situational awareness update
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Initiated an aggressive study of the issue
Implemented a sampling and testing program
Adopted a County Order on cyanobacteria
(May, 2012)
Adopted an official BGA Response Plan
Adopted an official Position Paper on the
issue of BGA in Lake Texoma
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Since the early 2000’s, there have been several
incidents where blue-green algae blooms have
affected popular recreational lakes
Federal and state officials now call major blooms
of BGA “HABs” or Harmful Algal Blooms
According to some Oklahoma state officials, an
elected official from northeast Oklahoma, during
summer, 2011, experienced what the official
thought was an adverse reaction to BGA in Grand
Lake O’ the Cherokee
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The Oklahoma elected official reported his
concerns to the TD-USACE
Some time after July 4, 2011 the TD-USACE
decided to begin testing Lake Texoma water for
the presence of BGA (cell counts, not toxins)
The TD-USACE discovered what they thought
were “high” cell counts, and adopted a public risk
communication from Kansas
Two days before Labor Day, 2011, the Corps
issued their highest level of risk, called an
“Advisory” for Lake Texoma, and recommended
“against contact with the water”
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Public reaction was swift
Large numbers of people cancelled
reservations at lake-area facilities
Lake use was exceptionally light during Labor
Day weekend
The LTA estimates that the total amount of
lost sales between September 1, 2011 and
December 31, 2011 was $45 million
Approximately six food-related businesses in
GC did not renew their permits after
December
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Our hats are off to Sheriff Gary and his team –
if not for them, sampling would be difficult
We collect Lake Texoma samples from 4 sites,
once monthly from October through April,
then twice a month from May through
September (boating season)
Collect from official TD-USACE sites, half of
the 8 locations one month, the other half the
next month
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Samples are “split”, and shipped overnight to
GreenWater Labs in Florida to count and
identify the algae species. The other split is
sent to Texas Tech in Lubbock to be tested
for toxins (poisons)
The TD-USACE recently switched to a new lab
in Ohio (called BSA) for their tests. We now
send some samples to BSA
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As of this date, the HD has not officially
asked for additional funding and staffing for
this new effort
It costs $150/bottle to perform cell counts
and I.D.
It costs $255/bottle to test for the four
common BGA toxins
We expend about 200 person hours per year
collecting samples and shipping them, not
counting the labor of two Deputy Sheriff’s
who operate the patrol boat
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Though the GCHD has, for two years, disagreed
sharply with the TD-USACE over the true
scientific relevance of this topic, we work very
well with the Denison office of the Corps’, and
with the scientific team from Tulsa
We always share test results, and are working on
a method to share 50/50 on the labor and
testing costs
The TD-USACE employees, both in Denison and
Tulsa, are good, caring, hard working public
servants and scientists
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To leave no stone unturned in looking for human
and animal harm potentially caused by swimming
in or drinking water from Lake Texoma, we’ve
enlisted help from the following entities and
individuals:
TD-USACE and FWD-USACE
EPA, CDC, TDSHS, TCEQ, TPWD, OSDH
Doctors and Emergency Rooms in Grayson, Fannin,
Cooke, Bryan, and Marshall counties
Veterinarians in the same five Texoma region
counties
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Of 2000 known BGA species, from 75-125
species generally inhabit Texoma
In winter and early spring, total cell counts
are usually below 30,000 cells/ml
In cooler months, PTOX cell counts are
usually below 10,000
The algal species known as C.r. is generally
not detectable in winter/spring, but its
namesake toxin (CYN) is almost always
present in ultra-trace amounts
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Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii cell counts
increase throughout the summer, peaking at
around 100,000 cell/ml
3 of the 4 common BGA toxins essentially do
not exist in Texoma
1 toxin, abbreviated as CYN, is present yearround at meaningless levels (from ND to a
high of six-tenths of one ppb)
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No reports of human illness from hospital
ER’s
No reports of human illness from family
doctors or dermatologists (skin rash)
No reports of near-fatal or fatal dog
poisonings related to Lake Texoma or local
stock ponds
No fish kills in Texoma reported by the
Corps, or TPWD, or TCEQ
No reports of suspicious bird or mammal
deaths from Hagerman biologists
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On average, only 13% of BGA species found in
Texoma are known to sometimes produce
toxin (PTOX fraction of total BGA)
Highest level of toxin CYN found in 16
months – six tenths of one part per billion
8 times below GC’s first level of concern
(Level Yellow) or 5 ppb
31 times below GC’s high risk threshold
(Level Red) or 20 ppb

Benchmark Sampling - May 13, 2013 – May 15, 2013

Location

Total BGA in
cells/mL

PTOX in
cells/mL

Cylindrospermopsin
toxin in ppb

Lake Texoma

49,990

14,607

0.10

Lake Texoma

195,570

17,425

Not detected

Lake Ray Roberts

413,813

177,683

Not detected

Lake Lavon

97,485

1,046

Not detected

May 13, 2013

May 15, 2013

Benchmark Lake Comparison Data 05/14/13 & 05/15/13
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Using the highest single value of CYN toxin
found during the study (0.63 ppb in July 2012
in Little Mineral Arm), a 40 pound child would
have to drink 33,000 gallons of Texoma
water to receive a fatal dose of poison
At current CYN levels, a 150 pound adult
could drink one gallon of lake water daily,
every day for the rest of his life, and not
suffer symptoms related to this toxin
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BGA are normal, generally harmless flora in lakes
around the world
The amount and types of BGA in Texoma are likely
similar to other Texas and Oklahoma lakes
The amounts of the toxin CYN in Texoma are likely
similar to other Texas and Oklahoma lakes
Three of the four common BGA toxins known to
exist are absent from Texoma
The amount of CYN toxin in Texoma is very near
the scientific limit of detection, and has no public
health significance
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“The Morbidity is Missing” – there appears to
be no human illness caused by recreating in
Lake Texoma due to the presence of BGA
“The Mortality is Missing” – there are no
records of human deaths from contact with
BGA present in Lake Texoma, or from contact
with water containing BGA in any other US
lake
BGA did not cause fish kills in Texoma during
the study
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BGA did not cause dog deaths related to
Texoma (or from stock ponds) during the
study period
BGA did not cause bird or mammal deaths
within the Hagerman Wildlife Refuge during
the study period
The vast majority of BGA species that live in
Texoma (more than 70%) is harmless,
rendering any public policy decisions based
on Total Cell Counts misleading and
critically-flawed

` The

presence of BGA in Texas
lakes does not constitute a
significant concern to either the
Texas Department of State Health
Services or to the Texas
Commission on Environmental
Quality
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Stop sampling from December through April
Stop testing for the 3 toxins that don’t appear to
exist in Texoma
Test fish samples for the presence of the four
common toxins
Oklahoma should modify SB 259, and eliminate the
use of cell counts as part of public risk
communications
No state or federal agency should issue risk
communication advisories based on BGA cell
counts (in the absence of toxin data)
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All risk communication systems should be
holistic- recent toxin data, situational
awareness (sick people, dead dogs, fish kills,
etc.)
Public policy makers should remain vigilant
when some academicians and regulatory
officials describe BGA as a major health risk –
motives may simply be for more money for
research and testing
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Lake managers and limnologists/phycologists
should be prevented by statute from setting
and enforcing BGA limits. These public health
standards should only be set by public health
and Env. Protection SME’s, then vetted by
elected officials
No state or federal agency should adopt or
use BGA standards set by the WHO
Congress should require the Secretary of the
Army to prohibit all USACE Districts from
establishing and enforcing BGA limits
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Lake Texoma water quality, with respect to
BGA, remains in a Level Green-No BGA
Advisory status
Cyanobacteria are worthy of study and
vigilance, but Not Worthy of Worry (except in
the rarest of ecological conditions)!
The TD-USACE has declared something that
is normal and harmless (the vast majority of
the time) to be something that is abnormal
and harmful
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Based on the previous two years of study by
the GCHD, the presence of BGA in Lake
Texoma is appearing to be:
“Much Ado About Not Very Much”
The Health Department will continue testing,
and monitoring for sentinel events. We will
provide timely, accurate risk communication
information to Texoma-region citizens that is
based on current science, and which passes
the test of common sense

